We consider a compact, oriented, smooth Riemannian manifold M (with or without boundary) and we suppose G is a torus acting by isometries on M. Given X in the Lie algebra and corresponding vector field X M on M, one defines Witten's inhomogeneous coboundary operator
Introduction
Throughout we assume M to be a compact oriented smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension n, with or without boundary. If M is boundaryless, this is seen to be the formal adjoint of d relative to the inner product (1.1): dα, β = α, δ β . The Hodge Laplacian is defined by ∆ = (d + δ ) 2 = dδ + δ d, and a form ω is said to be harmonic if ∆ω = 0.
In the 1930s, Hodge [10] proved the fundamental result that (for M without boundary) each cohomology class contains a unique harmonic form. A more precise statement is that, for each k,
3)
The direct sums are orthogonal with respect to the inner product (1.1), and the direct sum of the first two subspaces is equal to the subspace of all closed k-forms (that is, ker d k ). It follows that the Hodge star operator realizes Poincaré duality at the level of harmonic forms. Furthermore, any harmonic form ω ∈ ker ∆ is both closed (dω = 0) and co-closed (δ ω = 0), as 0 = ∆ω, ω = dδ ω, ω + δ dω, ω = δ ω, δ ω + dω, dω = δ ω 2 + dω 2 .
(1.4)
For manifolds with boundary this is no longer true, and in general we write
Thus for manifolds without boundary H(M) = ker ∆, the space of harmonic forms.
Remark 1.1 An interesting observation which follows from the theorem of Hodge is the following. If a group G acts on M then there is an induced action on each H k (M), and if this action is trivial (for example, if G is a connected Lie group) and the action is by isometries, then each harmonic form is invariant under this action.
Witten's deformation of Hodge theory. Now suppose K is a Killing vector field on M (meaning that the Lie derivative of the metric vanishes). Witten [18] defines, for each s ∈ R, an operator on differential forms by
where ι K is interior multiplication of a form with K. This operator is no longer homogeneous in the degree of the form: if ω ∈ Ω k (M) then d s ω ∈ Ω k+1 ⊕ Ω k−1 . Note then that d s : Ω ± → Ω ∓ , where Ω ± is the space of forms of even (+) or odd (−) degree. Let us write δ s = d * s for the formal adjoint of d s (so given by δ s = δ + s(−1) n(k+1)+1 (⋆ ι K ⋆) on each homogeneous form of degree k). By Cartan's formula,
(which he denotes H s as it represents a Hamiltonian operator, but for us this would cause confusion), and he observes that using standard Hodge theory arguments, there is an isomorphism 5) although no details of the proof are given (the interested reader can find details in [3] ). Witten also shows, among other things, that for s = 0, the dimensions of H ± s are respectively equal to the total even and odd Betti numbers of the subset N of zeros of K, which in particular implies the finiteness of dim H s . Atiyah and Bott [2] relate this result of Witten's to their localization theorem in equivariant cohomology.
It is well-known that the group of isometries of a Riemannian manifold (with or without boundary) is compact, so that a Killing vector field generates an action of a torus. In this light, and because of Remark 1.1 (and its extension to Witten's setting), Witten's analysis can be cast in the following slightly more general context.
Throughout, we let G be a torus acting by isometries on M, with Lie algebra g, and denote by Ω G = Ω G (M) the space of smooth G-invariant forms on M. Given any X ∈ g we denote the corresponding vector field on M by X M , and following Witten we define
The immediate purpose of this paper is to extend Witten's results to manifolds with boundary. In order to do this, in Section 2 we outline the background to Witten's results using classical Hodge theory arguments, which in Section 3 we extend to deal with the case of manifolds with boundary. In section 4, we describe Atiyah and Bott's localization and its conclusions in the case of manifolds with boundary, and its relation to X M -cohomology. Finally in Section 5, we extend our results to adapt ideas of DeTurck and Gluck [6] and the Poincaré duality angles. Section 6 provides a few conclusions.
The original motivation for this paper was to adapt to the equivariant setting some recent work of Belishev and Sharafutdinov [5] where they address the classical question, "To what extent are the topology and geometry of a manifold determined by the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DN) map"? which arises in the scope of inverse problems and reconstructing a manifold from boundary measurements. They show that the DN map on the boundary of a Riemannian manifold determines the Betti numbers of the manifold. This paper provides the background necessary for the "equivariant" analogue [4] of the results of Belishev and Sharafudtinov.
Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary. In the remainder of this introduction we recall the standard extension of Hodge theory to manifolds with boundary, leading to the Hodge-Morrey-Friedrichs decompositions; details can be found in the book of Schwarz [15] As alluded to before, because of boundary terms, the null space of ∆ no longer coincides with the closed and co-closed forms. Elements of ker ∆ are called harmonic forms, while ω satisfying dω = δ ω = 0 are called harmonic fields (following Kodaira); it is clear that every harmonic field is a harmonic form, but the converse is false. In fact, the space H k (M) of harmonic fields is infinite dimensional and so is much too big to represent the cohomology, and to recover the Hodge isomorphism one has to impose boundary conditions. One restricts H k (M) into each of two finite dimensional subspaces, namely H k D (M) and H k N (M) with the obvious meanings (Dirichlet and Neumann harmonic k-fields, respectively). There are therefore two different candidates for harmonic representatives when the boundary is present.
The Hodge-Morrey decomposition [13] states that
(We make a more precise functional analytic statement below.) This decomposition is again orthogonal with respect to the inner product given above. Friedrichs [8] subsequently showed that
where H k ex are the exact harmonic fields and H k co the coexact ones (that is,
. These give the orthogonal Hodge-Morrey-Friedrichs [15] decompositions,
The two decompositions are related by the Hodge star operator. The consequence for cohomology is that each class in H k (M) is represented by a unique harmonic field in H k N (M), and each relative class in 3
. Again, the Hodge star operator acts as Poincaré duality (or rather Poincaré-Lefschetz duality) on the harmonic fields, sending Dirichlet fields to Neumann fields. And as in remark 1.1, if a group acts by isometries on (M, ∂ M) in a manner that is trivial on the cohomology, then the harmonic fields are invariant.
In this paper, we suppose G is a compact connected Abelian Lie group (a torus) acting by isometries on M, with Lie algebra g, and we let X ∈ g. If M has a boundary then the G-action necessarily restricts to an action on the boundary and X M must therefore be tangent to the boundary. We denote by
Note that because the action preserves the metric and the orientation it follows that, for each
Remark on typesetting: Since the letter H plays three roles in this paper, we use three different typefaces: a script H for harmonic fields, a sans-serif H for Sobolev spaces and a normal (italic) H for cohomology. We hope that will prevent any confusion.
Witten-Hodge theory for manifolds without boundary
In this section we summarize the functional analysis behind Witten's results [18] , details can be found in the first author's thesis [3] . These are needed in the next section for manifolds with boundary. We continue to use the notation from the introduction, notably the manifold M (which in this section has no boundary) and the torus G.
Fix an element X ∈ g. The associated vector field on M is X M , and using this one defines Witten's inho-
We write the space of X M -harmonic fields
which for manifolds without boundary satisfies H X M = ker ∆ X M . The last equality follows for the same reason as for ordinary Hodge theory, namely the argument in (1.4), with ∆ replaced by
has no term of degree n, and the following equation (2.1) follows from the ordinary Stokes' theorem. For future use, we allow M to have a boundary.
For each space Ω of smooth differential forms on M, and each s ∈ R, we write H s Ω for the completion
of Ω under an appropriate Sobolev norm. It is not hard to prove a Green's formula in terms of d X M and δ X M which states that for α,
Returning now to the case of a manifold without boundary, we obtain the following.
The following is an orthogonal decomposition
The orthogonality is with respect to the L 2 inner product.
Part (2) is the analogue of the Hodge decomposition theorem, and is a standard consequence of the fact that ∆ X M is self-adjoint. The first two summands give the X M -closed forms.
Every elliptic operator on a compact manifold is a Fredholm operator, so has finite dimensional kernel and cokernel, and closed range. Therefore the set of X M -harmonic (even/odd) forms H ± X M = (ker ∆ X M ) ± is finite dimensional. One concludes with the analogue of Hodge's theorem
, and in particular every X M -cohomology class has a unique X M -harmonic representative.
The Hodge star operator gives a form of Poincaré duality in terms of X M -cohomology:
Since Hodge star takes harmonic forms to harmonic forms, this Poincaré duality is realized at the level of harmonic forms. The full details are given in [3] . Here and elsewhere we write n − ± for the parity (modulo 2) resulting from subtracting an even/odd number from n.
Let N(X M ) be the set of zeros of X M , and j : N(X M ) ֒→ M the inclusion. As observed by Witten, on
, and in particular if ω is X M -closed then its pullback to N(X M ) is closed in the usual (de Rham) sense. And exact forms pull back to exact forms. Consequently, pullback defines a natural map H
is the direct sum of the even/odd de Rham cohomology groups of N(X M ).
Theorem 2.3 (Witten [18]) The pullback to N(X M ) induces an isomorphism between the X M -cohomology groups H ± X M (M) and the cohomology groups H ± (N(X M )).
Witten gives a fairly explicit proof of this theorem by extending closed forms on N(X M ) to X M -closed forms on M. Atiyah and Bott [2] give a proof using their localization theorem in equivariant cohomology which we discuss, and adapt to the case of manifolds with boundary, in Section 4.
Remark 2.4 Extending remark 1.1, suppose X generates the torus G(X), and G is a larger torus containing G(X) and acting on M by isometries. Then the action of G preserves X M . It follows that G acts trivially on the de Rham cohomology of N(X M ), and hence on the X M -cohomology of M, and consequently on the space of X M -harmonic forms. In other words,
There is therefore no loss in considering just forms invariant under the action of the larger torus in that the X M -cohomology, or the space of X M -harmonic forms, is independent of the choice of torus, provided it contains G(X).
Witten-Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary
In this section we extend the results and methods of Hodge theory for manifolds with boundary to study the X M -cohomology and the space of X M -harmonic forms and fields for manifolds with boundary. As for ordinary (singular) cohomology, there are both absolute and relative X M -cohomology groups. From now on our manifold will be with boundary and as before i : ∂ M ֒→ M denotes the inclusion of the boundary, and G is a torus acting by isometries on M.
The difficulties if the boundary is present
Firstly, d X M and δ X M are no longer adjoint because the boundary terms arise when we integrate by parts, and then ∆ X M will not be self-adjoint. In addition, the space of all harmonic fields is infinite dimensional and there is no reason to expect the X M -harmonic fields H X M (M) to be any different. To overcome these problems, at the beginning we follow the method which is used to solve this problem in the classical case, i.e. with d and δ , by imposing certain boundary conditions on our invariant forms Ω G (M), as described in [15] . Hence we make the following definitions. . This can be refined to take into account the parity of the forms, so defining
We define two subspaces of X M -harmonic fields,
which we call Dirichlet and Neumann X M -harmonic fields, respectively. We will show below that these forms are smooth. Clearly, the Hodge star operator ⋆ defines an isomorphism
Again, these can be refined to take the parity into account, defining
As for ordinary Hodge theory, on a manifold with boundary one has to distinguish between X Mharmonic forms (i.e. ker ∆ X M ) and X M -harmonic fields (i.e. H X M (M)) because they are not equal: one has H X M (M) ⊆ ker ∆ X M but not conversely. The following proposition shows the conditions on ω to be fulfilled in order to ensure ω ∈ ker
and in addition any one of the following four pairs of boundary conditions is satisfied then ω ∈ H X M (M).
(
PROOF: Because ∆ X M ω = 0, one has ∆ X M ω, ω = 0. Now applying Green's formula (2.2) to this and using any of these conditions (1)- (4) 
Elliptic boundary value problem
The essential ingredients that Schwarz [15] needs to prove the classical Hodge-Morry-Friedrichs decomposition are Gaffney's inequality and his Theorem 2.1.5. However, these results do not appear to extend to the context of d X M and δ X M . Therefore, we use a different approach to overcome this problem, based on the ellipticity of a certain boundary value problem (BVP), namely (3.5) below. This theorem represents the keystone to extending the Hodge-Morrey and Friedrichs decomposition theorems to the present setting and thence to extending Witten's results to manifolds with boundary.
Consider (1) We can see that ∆ and ∆ X M have the same principal symbol as ∆ X M − ∆ is a first order differential operator; indeed,
Similarly, expanding the second boundary condition gives 
for ε, ξ ∈ Ω(M), because the principal symbol does not change when terms of lower order are added to the operator. However the BVP (3.6) is elliptic in the sense of Lopatinskiǐ-Šapiro conditions [11, 15] , and thus so is (3.5).
(2) From part (1), since the BVP (3.5) is elliptic, it follows that the BVP (3.5) is a Fredholm operator and the regularity theorem holds, see for example Theorem 1.6.2 in [15] or Theorem 20.1.2 in [11] . In addition, we observe that the only differences between BVP (3.6) and our BVP (3.5) are all lower order operators and it is proved in [15] that the index of BVP (3.6) is zero but Theorem 20.1.8 in [11] asserts generally that if the difference between two BVPs are just lower order operators then they must have the same index. Hence, the index of the BVP (3.5) must be zero.
,D then it satisfies the BVP (3.5) with η = 0, so by the regularity properties of elliptic BVPs, the smoothness of ω follows. If on the other hand ω ∈ H X M ,N then ⋆ω ∈ H X M ,D which is therefore smooth and consequently ω = ± ⋆ (⋆ω) is smooth as well. ❒
We consider the resulting operator obtained by restricting ∆ X M to the subspace of smooth invariant forms satisfying the boundary conditions
Since the trace map i * is well-defined on H s Ω G for s > 1/2 it follows that it makes sense to consider H 2 Ω G (M), which is a closed subspace of H 2 Ω G (M) and hence a Hilbert space. For simplicity, we rewrite our BVP (3.5) as follows: consider the restriction/extension of ∆ X M to this space:
and consider the BVP, Aω = η (3.8) (3.5) which are in fact compatible. In addition, from Theoremsa 3.4 we deduce that A is an elliptic and Fredholm operator and
where A * is the adjoint operator of A. From Green's formula (eq. (2.2)) we deduce the following property.
where −, − is the L 2 -pairing. 
where
PROOF: Firstly, we should observe that eq. (3.9) asserts that ker A ∼ = ker A * but Theorem 3.6 shows that
because A is Fredholm operator, it follows from the closed range theorem in Hilbert spaces that
Hence, we just need to prove that ker A * = H X M ,D (M), and to show that we need first to prove 
(although in [15] it denotes H 1 -forms rather than H 2 ).
Since γ satisfies the BVP (3.5) it follows that ω satisfies the BVP (3.5) as well because
and it is unique. ❒ Remarks 3.9 (1) ω satisfying the BVP (3.5) in Proposition 3.8 can be recast to the condition
(2) All the results above can be recovered but in terms of
Decomposition theorems
The results above provide the basic ingredients needed to extend the Hodge-Morrey and Freidrichs decompositions arising for Hodge theory on manifolds with boundary, to the present setting with d X M and δ X M . Depending on these results, the proofs in this subsection rely heavily on the analogues of the corresponding statements for the usual Laplacian ∆ on a manifold with boundary, as described in the book of Schwarz [15] . Therefore, we omit the proofs here while full details are given in the first author's thesis [3] . Definition 3.10 Define the following two sets of invariant exact and coexact forms on M,
Now we can present the main theorems for this section; all orthogonality is with respect to the L 2 inner product.
Theorem 3.12 (X M -Hodge-Morrey decomposition theorem)
The following is an orthogonal direct sum decomposition:
monic fields can respectively be decomposed as orthogonal direct sums into
where the right hand terms are the X M -coexact and exact harmonic forms respectively:
Combining Theorems 3.12 and 3.13 gives the following. 
Remark 3.15 All the results above can be refined in terms of ±-spaces, for instance,
Relative and absolute X M -cohomology
Using d X M and δ X M we can form a number of Z 2 -graded complexes. A Z 2 -graded complex is a pair of Abelian groups C ± with homomorphisms between them:
The two (co)homology groups of such a complex are defined in the obvious way:
The complexes we have in mind are, 
The decomposition theorems above lead to the following result. 
PROOF:
The proofs use the decomposition theorems above. For the first isomorphism in (a), Theorem 3.12 (the X M -Hodge-Morrey decomposition theorem) implies a unique splitting of any
This establishes the isomorphism H
. For the second isomorphism in (a), the second X M -Hodge-Morrey-Friedrichs decomposition of Corollary 3.14 implies as well a unique splitting of any γ ∈ Ω
This establishes the isomorphism
is proved similarly, and part (c) follows from (a) and (b) and the fact that the Hodge star operator defines an isomorphism
The theorem of Hodge is often quoted as saying that every (de Rham) cohomology class on a compact Riemannian manifold without boundary contains a unique harmonic form. The corresponding statement for X M -cohomology on a manifold with boundary is, 
Relation with equivariant cohomology
When the manifold in question has no boundary, Atiyah and Bott [2] discuss the relationship between equivariant cohomology and X M -cohomology by using their localization theorem. In this section we will relate our relative and absolute X M -cohomology with the relative and absolute equivariant cohomology H ± G (M, ∂ M) and H ± G (M); the arguments are no different to the ones in [2] . First we recall briefly the basic definitions of equivariant cohomology, and the relevant localization theorem, and then state the conclusions for the relative and absolute X M -cohomology.
If a torus G acts on a manifold M (with or without boundary), the Cartan model for the equivariant cohomology is defined as follows. Let {X 1 , . . . , X ℓ } be a basis of g and {u 1 , . . . , u ℓ } the corresponding coordinates. The Cartan complex consists of polynomial 1 maps from g to the space of invariant differential forms, so is equal to
The equivariant cohomology H * G (M) is the cohomology of this complex. The relative equivariant cohomology H * G (M, ∂ M) (if M has non-empty boundary) is formed by taking the subcomplex with forms that vanish on the boundary i * ω = 0, with the same differential.
The cohomology groups are graded by giving the u i weight 2 and a k-form weight k, so the differential d eq is of degree 1. Furthermore, as the cochain groups are R-modules, and d eq is a homomorphism of R-modules, it follows that the equivariant cohomology is an R-module. The localization theorem of Atiyah and Bott [2] gives information on the module structure (there it is only stated for absolute cohomology, but it is equally true in the relative setting, with the same proof; see also Appendix C of [9] ).
First we define the following subset of g, Since the action on F is trivial, it is immediate from the definition that there is an isomorphism of 
Interior and boundary subspaces
In this section we visit some recent work of DeTurck and Gluck [6] on harmonic fields and cohomology (see also [16, 17] for details), and adapt it to X M -harmonic fields.
Interior and boundary subspaces after DeTurck and Gluck
Given the usual manifold M with boundary, there is a long exact sequence in cohomology associated to the pair (M, ∂ M) and one can use this to define two subspaces of H k (M) and H k (M, ∂ M) as follows:
• the interior subspace At the level of cohomology there is no 'natural' definition for the boundary part of the absolute cohomology nor the interior part of the relative cohomology. However, DeTurck and Gluck [6] use the metric and harmonic representatives to provide these. Firstly the subspaces defined above are realized as
respectively (these are denoted E ∂ H k N (M) and EH k D (M) respectively in [6, 16, 17] ). They then use the Hodge star operator to define the other spaces: [6, 16, 17] ). The first theorem of DeTurck and Gluck on this subject is Furthermore, the two boundary subspaces are mutually orthogonal inside L 2 Ω.
However the interior subspaces are not orthogonal, and they prove 13
